20th January 2021

Klik IT announces major Purge-it! software release.
Purge-it! Version 5.0 available for general release
The Custom Module, having undergone a major update, is the headline act in this latest Purge-it!
release. Significant enhancements have been made to the Custom Module Extension Pack and
Version 5 marks the introduction of a Dashboard interface for the Custom Module.
The Custom Module Extension Pack now boasts 140 pre-defined schedules, built to target over
400 extra tables -all available out of the box. Purge-it! can, in turn, address a far broader range of
JD Edwards’ business processes compared to earlier releases.
Dashboard interfaces are a common thread throughout the Klik IT product range. The addition of
the Custom Module Dashboard falls in line with this and further contributes to simplifying and
constantly improving the user experience.
In Version 5, both the Custom Module Dashboard and the Session Dashboards make use of ‘tabs’
to create a flatter interface. Users no longer need to switch between multiple screens to drill down
to detailed information.
Email notifications and alerts now push the results of a job to the user. Warning message boxes
notify users of archive jobs that are cancelled. Archive jobs with a pending future cancellation are
highlighted on the Session Dashboard. The ability to remove (cancel) an active cancellation
request has also been added.
Extra selection operands are available in the Custom Module in this release to provide users with
more versatility and power when selecting data to archive.
Soft and flexible database data source selection, using default values when processing data to be
archived is a further enhancement.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------“V5 of Purge-it! is a significant release that has been purposefully designed to benefit from the latest
developments in JD Edwards. The complete re-write of the Custom Module and the introduction of
the Custom Module Dashboard deliver a much-enriched user experience.”
“We proudly celebrated 15 years of Purge-it! in 2020. V5 reaffirms our continued commitment to
advancing the Purge-it! experience for JD Edwards users into 2021 and beyond.”
Terry Clarke, CEO Klik IT

